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Abstract
This is a technical paper on the numerical solution of the Schro¨dinger equation in con-
guration space using the relaxation method to solve the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation with the Coulomb and linear potentials.
1
1 Introduction
This work came out of an undergraduate research project at the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee. The analytical solution of the hydrogen atom is a typical topic in under-
graduate quantum mechanics which utilizes the series expansion technique. Initially the
numerical solution of hydrogen atom was intended to oer the undergraduate students
(the second and third authors of this paper) an opportunity to learn elements of scientic
computation and basic research strategies. In order to show the undergraduate students
that they were capable of assisting original theoretical research, they were asked to check
the eigenvalues generated by another momentum space code with the conguration space
code which they helped to develop. This paper documents the r-space code for the nu-
merical solution of the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation with the Coulomb and linear
potentials.
2 Schro¨dinger Equation in conguration Space
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Rl = 0. (2)








= (1− x)2. (4)
From now on, a new symbol for the radial wavefunction will be used, i.e. y  Rl.






























































y = 0. (7)
3 Relaxation Method
The shooting method typically shoots from one boundary point to another through Runga-
Kutta integration. In the case of the Schro¨dinger equation, the boundary points at x = 0
and x = 1 are both singular. A one-point shootwill not converge when the code marches
toward a singularity. A two-point shoot typically marches from both boundary points at
x = 0 and x = 1 to match a third boundary point somwhere in between. But it will
require too much a priori knowledge of the wavefunction. In fact any Runga-Kutta type
alogrithms will fail in this case because (1) the integral tends to blow up to innity when
shooting from x = 0 and (2) the wavefunction is identically zero when shooting from
x = 1, given the boundary conditions y(1) = y0(1) = 0. However, the relaxation method
will in principle accommodate two singular boundary points. A pedagogical explanation of
the relaxation method is found in Numerical Recipes [2]. In order to establish a continuity
between this paper and Numerical Recipes, we will use the same notations in the following
derivations. We assume that the readers have carefully read the section on the relaxation
method in Numerical Recipes before proceeding with the rest of this paper. Otherwise
the following discussion will be totally incomprehensible.
Let M − 1 be the number of mesh points and h is step size, then
h =
1
M − 1 , (8)
and
xk = (k − 1)h, (9)
yk  y(xk). (10)








y01 = y2 (11)
y02 = −
2



















y03 = 0 (13)





In the relaxation formalism, Ei,k are to be zeroed. In this case, it is easy to see that
Eq. [refy1p] can be rewritten as
E1,k = y1,k − y1,k−1 − h
2
(y2,k + y2,k−1). (15)





























Similarly, Eq. [12] is rewritten as







































































































At last, Eq. [13] is rewritten as
E3,k = y3,k − y3,k−1, (29)


























At the rst boundary point x = 0, we have n1 = 1. The boundary condition is y(0) = 0.
It translates to
E3,1 = y1,1. (36)
The only non-zero S-matrix element is
S3,4 = 1. (37)
At the second boundary point x = 1, we have n2 = 2. The boundary conditions are
y(1) = y0(1) = 0, or equivalently
E1,M = y1,M , (38)
E2,M = y2,M . (39)
The only non-zero matrix elements are
S1,4 = 1, (40)
S2,5 = 1. (41)
The hydrogen atom nite equation can be generalized to any Coulomb pentential
by substituting e2 ! λC . To adapt the code to solve the same equation with a linear
potential, the only modication needed is
1− x
x
e2 ! − x
1− x λL (42)













In this section of the paper, we will focus solely on the eigenvalues of the linear potential
with λL = 5 GeV and µ = 0.75 GeV. The function err in the subroutine solvde can
be rewritten to completely customize the r-space code. But we nd that the original
denition suces for this work. The intial guess of the wavefunction and its derivative
6
are sin and cosine functions. The modied driver programs and difeq.c are listed in the
appendix of this paper. As an input, an initial guess of the eigenvalue is also needed. It
is found that the relaxed eigenvalue is always similar to the initial guess regardless of its
magnitude and that the smoothness of the relaxed eigenfunction is very sensitive to the
choice of the initial guess of the eigenvalue value. Therefore we adopt the criterion that
the smoothness of the relaxed wavefunction is the judge of the correct relaxed eigenvalue.
This criterion has certain a priori appeal because we expect a real physical wavefunction
to be smooth. Table [1] lists the eigenvalues of the rst few l values.
5 Conclusion
The relaxation method gives reasonably good approximate eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
in the linear potential case. More accurate eigenvalues can be obtained by solving the
momentum space integral equation using the Nystrom method [3]. In this work, we have
solved only the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation. In the case of a relativistic equation,
we have a Hamiltonian that contains a kinetic term resembling
p
p2 + m2 −m which is
dicult in solve in r-space. Therefore the p-space solution using the Nystrom method has
the advantages of accuracy and robustness over the r-space solution using the relaxation
or shooting methods. Nevertheless, the r-space code is useful in checking the p-space
results whenever the former is available. Improvements on the guess y[i][j] and the
error function err in the subroutine solvde are needed for more accurate results. So
far we have not yet generated smooth wavefunctions in the hydrogen atom calculation.
Hence our hydrogen atom code is still work in progress.
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void solvde(int itmax, float conv, float slowc, float scalv[],


















































The difeq code below denes the S-matrix elements of the nite dierence equation
of the non-relativistic hydrogen atom and is called by the relaxation subroutine solvde.
/* difeq.c for the hydrogen atom driver program */
extern int mpt,l;
extern float h,x[],mu,e2;
void difeq(int k, int k1, int k2, int jsf, int is1, int isf, int indexv[],
int ne, float **s, float **y)
{
float xk,y1k,y2k,y3k;
















































Non-relativistic Schro¨dinger Equation with a Linear Potential
linear is a driver program for solving the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation with




























void solvde(int itmax, float conv, float slowc, float scalv[],

















































The difeq code below dene the S-matrix elements of the nite dierence equation
of a non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation with a linear potential and is called by the
relaxation subroutine solvde.
/* difeq.c for the linear potential driver program */
extern int mpt,l;
extern float h,x[],mu,lambdal;
void difeq(int k, int k1, int k2, int jsf, int is1, int isf, int indexv[],
int ne, float **s, float **y)
{
float xk,y1k,y2k,y3k;
























































Figure 1: The relaxed S-state wavefunction of a non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation
with a linear potential using λL = 5 GeV and µ = 0.75 GeV. The relaxed eigenvalue is
5.970586 GeV which is accepted because the relaxed wavefunction is smooth.
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Figure 2: The relaxed S-state wavefunction of a non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation
with a linear potential using λL = 5 GeV and µ = 0.75 GeV. The relaxed eigenvalue is
6.003542 GeV which is rejected because the relaxed wavefunction is not smooth.
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Table 1: The relaxed eigenvalues of the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation with a linear
potential using λL = 5 GeV, µ = 0.75 GeV and n = 1.
l E
0 5.970586
1 8.593165
2 10.851328
3 12.848320
4 14.800653
5 16.585810
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